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PianoMart's extensive inventory includes literally hundreds of new and used pianos created by piano makers large and small, from AB Chase zimmerman and everything in between. Wurlitzer pianos are a popular choice for students, home enthusiasts and professional musicians alike. Our available Wurlitzer pianos include a range of types, costs and conditions. Browse our
available selection or use our filters to refine the search by size, price, location, distance from you or color. Piano values vary depending on the condition, age, type of tree, style and conditions of the piano market in the area where you live. Rare and collectible items are appreciated, and it is not necessarily the age in the years that best determine the exact estimate, but more over
the quality of current information and research that is used. Because of the 11,000 parts of the tool; such as different types of wood, wool, fabric, iron, buckskin, glue, and trim, the number of services he received and how much piano was played. The age of the piano is of great importance to its significance and can tell a lot about how the piano was made and what kind and
quality of wood was used to create your piano. See: Rating and classification guide. Upright Grand, Cabinet Grand or Inverted Grand are terms usually referring to certain big 50s and upright pianos and above. Because of their towering height, these instruments tend to have string lengths and musical capabilities equal and often surpass actual pianos, thus labeled as Vertical
Grand, Cabinet Grand or Inverted Grand by their producers. Special name brands can raise the piano 1st class. Some of the names; Acrosonic, Hardman Peck, Aldrich, Kohler and Campbell, Everett, Janssen, Bush and Herts, Bush and Lane, Beckwith, Neumann, Cunningham, Schoeninger, Weber, Wing and Son, Corona, Chicking Bros., Steinway, Baldwin, Cremona, Kuinala,
Lindeman Sons, Strauss, Baldwin, Hamilton, West, The age of your piano is determined by the serial number. (Click on) Piano Age and Maker It was an era that piano design is being perfected by manufacturers. There is huge interest in everything and everything is historical or nostalgic. This extends to the musical instruments of the past. Yes, there is a market for good use of
vertical pianos (which are very hard to find, especially those that are worth rebuilding at considerable expense). These tools have usually been finished in mahogany, oak, or walnut, with good medium to medium dark patina. Antique wood carries a much better sound, and lasts longer due to the 50-80 years of the aging process, unavailable today. The quality of metal structures
for steel and copper-ran strings, on the contrary, is much better today than it was 100 years ago. These pianos were good in quality of tone, including reliable, resonant bass, rich and warm warm and treble with a singing tone, a bell as in its clarity. Many of these instruments were built for use in concert halls, luxury hotels and fine restaurants, where their volume and powerful
presence was needed. Only the best private homes could afford to accommodate such a bright and expensive instrument Wurlitzer Pianos is one of the oldest names in the piano production industry in the United States. The quality of their piano can be lined up with the best names in piano production and design. History Wurlitzer was founded in 1853 by Franz Rudolf Wurlitzer.
He built a piano factory in Ohio in 1861, and four years later, he opened a retail store, expanding its spread throughout the United States. In 1880, Wurlitzer began making pianos, and the company grew and became particularly well known for military and mechanical instruments. Despite the death of Franz Rudolf Wurlister in 1914, the company continued and survived the
gramophone era by introducing the first automatic jukebox, Wurlitzer Simplex.During the 1920's Wurlitzer acquired the Melville Clark piano line and continued to produce the same name of the instruments. In 1935, Wurlitzer introduced the tradition of breaking rosehip piano, proving that a piano only thirty-nine inches tall can replace the bulky instruments traditionally produced.
Wurlitzer PianoDevelopments and Innovation through Science, Research and Ingenuity, Wurlitzer has created exclusive features such as Tonecrafted Hammers, The Pentagon Sound Board, Advanced Sound Board, and many others to provide more rich, resonant tones for its instrument. Another unique achievement of Wurlitzer is their Wurl-on finish, which is very resistant to
heat, cold, dryness and moisture... as well as smears, scratches and abrasions - attractive, as well as durable and durable finish. In 1955, Wurlitzer introduced his sensational new electronic piano, which had no strings or sound boards, but provided a natural tone of the piano using a fully electronic mechanism. Another unique feature is that it weighed just sixty-eight pounds and
can be carried like a suitcase using its comfortable port-cap. Since these electronic models do not have any strings, hammers or decks, the device is not affected by changes in temperature or climatic conditions. The additional features of this piano resemble today's modern electronic instruments. The console model of the electronic piano was introduced in 1957, which met
immediate popularity. The Wurlitzer Piano Lines are produced under the names Apollo, De Calbe, Julius Bauer, Melville Clark, Student Butterfly Clavichord, Farney, Kingston, Kurtzman, Merriam, Shaff Bros. and Underwood. In 1995, Baldwin Piano and Organ Co. acquired the name Wurlitzer. Baldwin Young Chang built the Wurlitzer Grands, until about 1996, when production
was moved to Samik. Gibson Guitars Acquired Baldwin Piano Co. in 2001, along with the name Wurlitzer. Wurlitzer PianoSerial Numbers - Piano Age Using the chart below, find a serial number on your Wurlitzer piano to find piano age. Having trouble finding a serial number? Visit this page for help -- CLICK HERE 1903 - 1910 1905 - 4500 1910 - 11600 1915 - 22000 1920 -
40000 1925 - 6300 0 0 1930 - 112,000 1935 - 136,000 1940 - 19500 1946 - 330,000 1950 - 400,000 1955 - 5370 00 1960 - 657,000 1965 - 905,000 1970 - 1105,000 1976 - 1385000 1980 - 1595000 1985 - 1 825000 1990 - 2080001 1995 - 2825969 2000 - 2840520 2001 - 2842220 Looking for the current market value of your Wurlitzer piano? Visit the evaluation page - CLICK
here there are many common misconceptions about buying a piano for young students, and one of them is that a suitable piano could be made for just a few hundred dollars. The truth is that young students need better pianos to progress, not worse ones. Parents don't want to invest a lot of money in piano - after all, a child may lose interest - so an older, cheaper piano might
seem like a logical place to start. However, a bad buying decision at the moment in a student's learning is usually a self-fulfilling prophecy. In many cases, a piano that is too old, too small, or just not good enough will soon become useless to the student. Students do not have enough experience to distinguish between a bad piano and their own lack of abilities. When the action of
the piano cannot be adjusted to the correct touch, or its strings are tuned to a harmonious sound, the student, unable to duplicate what is taught in the lesson, will become frustrated and frustrated, and lose interest. No practice on such a tool can overcome its shortcomings. And when you include other factors - the cost of moving, tuning and repairing; shorter remaining life of the
older piano; Lack of warranty protection; Need to hire experts to make repeated trips to assess the conditions of various old pianos - a new or newly made instrument may start to look like a bargain in the long run. For these reasons, I would encourage financially able families to look at the good quality of the new piano, or better to use the piano no more than 15 years. And with a
young talented student, the transition to a quality grandee is never a mistake. If the old piano is chosen, it must be one that was of good quality to start with, and has been restored to an as-new state. If you are concerned about the ongoing interest of the child, I suggest renting a new tool now, with the option to purchase it later. Most reputable piano dealers offer monthly rental
programs. Although good and bad pianos have been made in every decade, and every used piano must be evaluated on the merits, certain or the piano category is often found in today's second-hand piano market must raise red flags: Old upright - It is usually 48 to 60 high and somewhere around 100 years old. Many buyers will buy old vertically The idea that it can have antique
value and then quickly find out what it is not. In some cases, buyers fascinated by the old vertical position see them as an opportunity to tinker and learn something about the piano. There's nothing wrong with that - as long as the young student isn't burdened with it. Most pianos that are hundred years old and have not been discarded will require extensive restoration before they
can be useful to the student, but few are worth enough to have such work done on them. Many have difficulty setting up, and/or desperately need new strings, hammers, shock absorbers, or pedal repairs - or all of the above. Parents who buy these deteriorating instruments, like the practice of piano for beginners, are likely to face a constant stream of complaints and subsequent
repairs. In most cases, this category of used piano should be avoided for use in serious practice. Small, cheap American-born pianos of the 1960s, 70s and 80s - during this period, American companies began to feel competition from Japanese (and then Korean) manufacturers, who could lower their prices. As a result, the few remaining American manufacturers of low-cost pianos
began to reduce as much as possible the cost of their production. In addition, small pianos, especially spinnets, were actively promoted for their cabinet style due to their musical qualities. Spinets, which are 36 to 40 tall, have a drowned, or drop, action that is associated with keys with long stickers made of wood or metal. These actions are difficult - and therefore expensive - for
repair. Also, in the 1950s and early 60s, many spiky acts were manufactured with connecting parts, called elbows made of plastic - technology then in its infancy - which eventually deteriorated and interrupted. Installing a set of replacement elbows can cost hundreds of dollars. Spines are usually the least expensive entry-level piano company will produce, and most are not worth
repairing. Many of these small, cheap pianos were so poorly designed and built that even when new, and adjustable and customized, as well as perhaps they played badly and sounded awful. The first wave of pianos from this era began to enter the second-hand piano market in the 1980s as the people who originally purchased them began to retire. But many others have been
passed on to children of this generation, and now that these children are retiring, a second wave of these tools is coming to market. Even the pianos from this period that were well made - and had some - are now 30 to 50 years old, and so will probably need some restoration before they are suitable for the student. Caution should be used to separate those who have potential as
good student instruments from those who are not. (See. panel for some of the names of this period to avoid.) Here are some brands from the 1960s, 70s and 80s - and others from a little earlier and later - that are probably best avoided by students, although some be acceptable for accidental use if carefully maintained or restored. The names in the left column were among the
many brands owned and made by Aeolian Corporation, which went out of business in 1985. Many of them, and other names not listed, were stencil pianos - essentially identical instruments with different names applied to them, to meet the needs of dealers. Please note that this list only applies to the use of these names in the mid-to-late 1900s. Some of these names were used in
earlier periods on a thin piano, and some are still used today, but on the piano that have nothing to do with those warned here. Bradbury Cable duo Art George Stack Halle, Davies and Co Hardman, Peck and Co Henry F. Miller ivers Betsy Ross (Leicester) Brambach (Kohler and Campbell) Courier Estate Grand Gulbransen Hobart M. Cable (by History and Clark) Jesse French
(Grand) Kincaid (Grand) La Petit (Kimball) Lester Marantz (Grand / Marantz) Rudolf Wurlzer (by Wurlitzer) Currier) Whitney (by Kimball Belarus (Belarus) Daewoo (Korea) Horugel (Korea) J. Strauss (various countries) Sojin (Korea) Suzuki (China) Tokai (Japan) Early offers from Korean and Chinese manufacturers - Korean piano, made before the early 1990s, and Chinese pianos
until the early 2000s, often exhibit unpredictable, idiosyncratic problems. The quality control was unsustainable, and the wood was often not properly seasoned, resulting in sticking keys and obligatory cupboard parts. Spare parts can be hard to get. Particularly problematic were small console pianos without legs (continental style of furniture). These pianos tend to suffer from
sticking keys that are repeated too slowly due to poor action design, a problem that cannot be inexpensively fixed. Of course, the used piano market also offers many well made pianos from the past, including some with famous names that represent potential value to the student, but they can also present pitfalls for the careless. Don't buy, without a professional guide, a piano
that's not fully in play and customizable, with the idea that you can just have some inexpensive repairs done once you get the piano home. Get a repair score before you commit to buying any used piano. Every piano technician with any experience has stories of arriving at a tuning assignment to work on a newly acquired piano, only to find an unsuitable instrument. The fact that
this tool may have been rebuilt somewhere in the past is not necessarily an advantage. The piano, which was restored 40 years ago, is no better than a 40-year-old piano that has never been restored, and if the restoration work has not been competently done, it is To be worse - it's harder to properly restore the tool when some critical design specifications have been changed due
to errors by the past restorer. Finally, don't rely on a private seller for important information piano you're thinking of buying. Even the very best intentions of sellers - including those that play well - are usually unaware of piano construction and mechanics, and may have absorbed erroneous information about the instrument, or have forgotten important things about their history. Hire
a piano technician to test any piano you are seriously considering buying. Sometimes it will be enough just to call a specialist to check whether a tool should be considered a serious candidate; if so, the next step is a check carried out by that specialist. Technician.
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